US       PRE-ARYAN AND PRE-DRAVIDIAN
" The very name of the city points to its ancient un-
orthodox character; but it has been so cleverly mani-
pulated that it has at last become a title of honour.
The Grammarians derive the word from tamo (tamas)-
lipta, ' tainted by obscurity or sin.' But a legend' relates
that Visnu, under the form of Kalki, having got heated
in destroying the demons, let his sweat fall on the earth,
and the place which was fortunate enough to receive
this sacred perspiration derived its name from that and
became a holy place " (tama " fatigue " + lipta). All these
pretended etymologies show once more the uncertainty and
the embarrassment of the interpreters. TamalinI, Tamalika
are hopeless efforts to find a meaning out of this
mysterious groups of syllables ; one has tried to discover
there the name of the tree tamala, Xanthochymus pictorius
(Lushington, List, n. 178). The Jaina BhagavatI in the
second sataka tells the story of a Moriyaputta of Tamalitti
who called himself Tamali and seems to have been
the object of a local cult. Copper, tamra, appears to
have discouraged the exegetists, who, however, could have
given to Tamralipti also, as to TamravatI==Cambaye, the
walls "coated with copper." One sees now how futile
it would be to attempt a literal interpretation of so many
geographical names of India with tarn?a, as the first
element. The list is infinite ; the most famous case is the
name of Ceylon, Tiimraparni, Tambraparnl or Taprobane of
the Greeks. If copper has sometimes its raison d'etre there,
in most cases it only reveals an ancient prefix tarn placed
at the beginning of old denominations ; such is the case with
Tamralinga, Tamalinga, T9m(b9)l9ng, which we have
considered above.
If the  first  element    of  Tam(r)alipti  can   be    thus
explained, it may not  be  impossible  that  the  second  lip,

